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Introduction:  Early in solar system history, some 

intense energy source heated asteroidal-sized bodies to 
the point where metal and silicate differentiation oc-
curred.  Asteroids provide us with only one datum 
point: 4 Vesta demonstrates that asteroids of mass 
~1020 kg were sufficiently heated to produce basaltic 
crusts.  However, 1 Ceres, with ~3.5x the mass of 4 
Vesta, has a primitive, undifferentiated surface, indi-
cating that while size does matter, it isn’t everything.  
Achondrites provide records of the differentiation his-
tories of their parent asteroids that can be used to 
evaluate how the heat source operated.  Here I will 
contrast three achondrite groups – eucrites, ureilites 
and main-group pallasites – from the crust, mantle and 
core-mantle boundary of their respective parent aster-
oids.  A widely held view is that 26Al provided most of 
the energy, although 60Fe may have contributed.  This 
abstract is couched in terms of comparing meteoritical 
evidence against 26Al, but a wider range in energy 
sources will be covered in the workshop. 

Eucrites:  Eucrites are brecciated pigeonite-
plagioclase-silica basalts.  Siderophile element con-
tents of eucrites are very low.  Cobalt contents are 
typically 3-6 μg g-1 while the best measurements of Ir 
contents are a few pg g-1 [1] (Fig. 1).  High precision 
oxygen isotopic analyses have shown that eucrites 
have identical Δ17O [2,3] (Fig. 2), implying either an 
isotopically homogeneous parent asteroid, or that any 
initial heterogeneity was homogenized during differen-
tiation.  Differentiation of the eucrite parent asteroid 
mantle occurred only ~3-4 Ma after formation of the 
oldest known objects in the solar system – CAIs [4]. 

Ureilites:  Ureilites are shocked, but typically un-
brecciated, olivine-pyroxene-carbon achondrites from 
the mantle of a differentiated asteroid.  They are ba-
salt-depleted compared to chondritic material; they 
lack plagioclase and have very low incompatible litho-
phile element contents, of particular significance is 
their Al content which averages ~3 mg g-1 [5].  One 
distinctive characteristic of ureilites is their relatively 
high siderophile element contents, with Co contents up 
to ~220 μg g-1 and Ir up to ~670 ng g-1 (Fig. 1).  
Ureilites are also characterized by very large range in 
Δ17O – the largest range of any meteorite group [6] 
(Fig. 2). 

Main-Group Pallasites:  Main-group pallasites 
are olivine-metal rocks widely, though not universally, 
considered to represent mixing in the core-mantle 

boundary region of their parent asteroid.  The non-
metallic fraction is nearly pure magnesian olivine.  The 
oxygen isotopic compositions of main-group pallasites 
are relatively uniform in Δ17O [7] (Fig. 2), although 
there is variation outside analytical error [8].  There 
are also significant variations in Fe/Mn and Sc con-
tents of olivine grains [9]. 
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Figure 1.  Ir vs. Co for ureilites compared to eucrites.  
A calculated partial melt of a chondritic source has a 
higher Co content than eucrites, and is higher in Ir for 
most.  (For reference, 0.01% chondritic contamination 
in a eucrite breccia would contribute 0.06 ng g-1 Ir.).  
Ureilites can be matched as melt-residues that lost 
variable amounts of metal. 
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Figure 2.  Oxygen isotopic data contrasting ureilites 
[6] with eucrites [2, 3] and pallasites [7]. 

Discussion:  Although ureilites are among the most 
enigmatic achondrites, with many details of their for-
mation still poorly understood, the first-order differen-
tiation mechanism - partial melting to form a basalt-
depleted residue - is well established.  Their very large 
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range in Δ17O obviates an origin as a suite of magma 
cumulates unless very many isotopically distinct 
magma bodies produced the ureilite suite.  Their 
siderophile element contents are at levels consistent 
with partial melting and incomplete removal of resid-
ual metal (Fig. 1). 

Olivine-pyroxene thermometry of ureilites, coupled 
with narrow reduction rims on olivine, indicate that 
these meteorite were rapidly cooled from high tem-
perature [10], possibly peak magmatic temperature.  
Thus, ureilites give the clearest picture of the mantle of 
an asteroid during differentiation.  Reduction rims on 
ureilite olivine grains were formed by a sudden pres-
sure drop, possibly caused by impact, allowing graph-
ite to reduce FeO in the silicate.  Cooling rates esti-
mated for this process from zoning profiles are 2-6º 
K/hr [11]. 

It is unlikely that, if magma had been present dur-
ing the quenching event, it could have been lost with 
100% efficiency before it would have solidified.  More 
likely, the magma had been expelled from the residual 
mantle before hand.  If 26Al was the primary energy 
source, it would have been strongly partitioned into the 
magma.  Removal of magma from the solid residue 
would then shut down igneous activity.  The ureilites 
therefore provide strong evidence that on some differ-
entiated asteroids, the rate of basalt eruption outpaced 
the rate of energy release.  Chronologic evidenced 
summarized at this workshop [4] suggests ureilite ages 
are ~4 Ma younger than the age of eucrite parent as-
teroid mantle differentiation. 

Dunites, as represented by the silicate portion of 
main-group pallasites, can form as cumulates from a 
mafic-ultramafic magma, or as residues of extensive 
melting of chondritic material.  Either scenario implies 
a high degree of melting on the pallasite parent aster-
oid.  Model simulations of chondrite melting at an ap-
propriate oxygen fugacity suggest dunite residues with 
mg# of main-group pallasites require ~50-70% melting 
[12].  The uniform oxygen isotopic compositions of 
main-group pallasites have been taken to favor a cu-
mulate origin [7].  However, variation in Δ17O outside 
analytical error suggests rather that the pallasite parent 
asteroid was not homogenized [8], i.e. magma-ocean-
type scenarios are untenable.  This latter view is sup-
ported by variations in trace element contents of oli-
vine grains that would require extensive amounts of 
fractional crystallization to produce the ranges ob-
served [9].  A more plausible model is that pallasite 
silicates were formed by extensive melting (>50%) of 
a heterogeneous body that was not completely ho-
mogenized by this process.  Differentiation of the 
pallasite parent asteroid was then more extensive than 

that experienced by the ureilites, and suggests that, if 
26Al was the energy source, heating outpaced magma 
eruption and allowed the production of more refractory 
residues. 

The basaltic crust represented by eucrites could 
have been formed from partial melts of the solid chon-
dritic precursor asteroid, or from residual melts from 
the crystallization of a highly melted asteroid.  Melting 
experiments on eucrites were interpreted to indicate 
that these basalts were formed as primary partial melts 
of primitive chondritic source regions [13].  However, 
siderophile element contents of eucrites are too low for 
these melts to have been generated in source regions 
that included metal (Fig. 1); metal in the source region 
would buffer siderophile element contents of basalts at 
values much higher than observed [14].  This favors an 
origin as residual melts of an extensively melted parent 
asteroid [12]. 

The uniformity of Δ17O in eucrites (Fig. 2) supports 
this view [2].  Ureilites demonstrate that melting to 
produce basalts doe not necessarily result in O isotopic 
homogenization of the asteroid, and thus basalts with 
differing Δ17O could arise by a partial melting of a 
heterogeneous asteroid.  (However, there is no a priori 
reason to suppose the eucrite parent asteroid was het-
erogeneous in O isotopic composition.  For example, 
compare O isotopic data on ureilites with those on 
winonaites-IAB iron silicates [6])  The consensus view 
is that eucrites are residual melts, not primary partial 
melts.  This implies, as is the case for main-group 
pallasites, that heating of the eucrite parent asteroid 
outpaced the rate of magma eruption, allowing the 
energy source to remain in the asteroid interior until 
the melt fraction was high enough to promote rapid 
separation of it from refractory solids. 
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